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                                        Lets move to a new normal 
with Automated Employee 
transport
                                            management.


                                        Make a fresh start by optimizing your employee transport
                                            operations while shielding your employees from all kinds of
                                            dangers. Explore our world-class technology platform that's
                                            flexibility built to suit your unique business goals.
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                                                Speed up the financial
                                                    reconciliation process with Safetrax, a platform which brings 100%
                                                    transparency into your ETS Operations
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                                                Safetrax is easy to set up
                                                    because there is minimal hardware to be installed like GPS Tracker,
                                                    Access Card Reader, and the Panic Button
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                                                360°
                                                    Safety


                                                Our host of security
                                                    features include Personalized Scheduling, Live Tracking, SOS Button,
                                                    In-app Calling, and Vehicle Proximity Alerts. 
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                                                Passengers and Drivers
                                                    have specialized Mobile Apps designed specifically to prioritize
                                                    features according to their needs.
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                                                    Happy Customers


                                                We've ended the endless
                                                    wait for customer service. Our swift response time ensures that
                                                    employees/passengers will be happy with the resolution.
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                                                    Paperless E-Storage


                                                Save your transport admins
                                                    from complicated trip sheets and the bulky hassles of physical
                                                    storage and create trip sheets automatically with Safetrax
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                                                                            “Running transport operations for 1500+
                                                                                employees across locations would not
                                                                                have been so easy without Safetrax
                                                                                solution. This Complete Automation
                                                                                platform cut down manual procedures,
                                                                                reduced efforts & improved
                                                                                efficiency.
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                                                                            “My employees feel safe while commuting
                                                                                and well-cared for at Maersk. They reach
                                                                                the office on time and thanks to the
                                                                                live tracking feature, they know exactly
                                                                                when the cab will arrive. Safetrax's
                                                                                various features allow me to utilize my
                                                                                employee transport fleet in a way that's
                                                                                efficient and economical." 
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                        An employee transport management system that automates manual tasks and prioritizes employee safety, while promoting shared mobility.
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